
         Name: _______________________ 
 

Mr. D’s Vocabulary HACKS for the SSAT and ISEE 
 

 
There are 2 types of Stress: 
 
1) 
 
2) 
 

“NO REGERTS”   
Answers to this Vocabulary Section can be found here! 

 

 

RIP the test! 
 
Why?  
 
Because if you work hard you can bury the test and  
not have to take it multiple times. 
 
R =  
I =  
P =  



Vocabulary 
 

1) Why should I study Vocabulary? 
● Because knowing stuff is fun! 
● It will help you ______________________ 
● It will earn you better ________________ 
● It will earn you better ________________ 

 

   
What should you I do, when I find a word that I don’t know? 
 
Circle it! Adroit Fertile Cower Abduct Impale 
 
Now you try it! 
As we read, circle words that you don’t know.  Later, find out what they mean.  Or don’t.  Just realizing 
what you know and what you don’t know it crucial in life and on this test.  Be honest with yourself and 
with regard to vocab because it impacts which strategies you should use.  Your curiosity should drive 
your learning. 
 

“I like words. I like fat buttery words, such as ooze, turpitude, glutinous, toady. I like solemn, angular, 

creaky words, such as straitlaced, cantankerous, pecunious, valedictory. I like spurious, black-is-white 

words, such as mortician, liquidate, tonsorial, demi-monde. I like suave "V" words, such as Svengali, 

svelte, bravura, verve. I like crunchy, brittle, crackly words, such as splinter, grapple, jostle, crusty. I like 

sniggly, chuckling words, such as cowlick, gurgle, bubble and burp.” 

 

What is your favorite word? ____________________________  

My wife’s is: perseverate 

It’s a $10,000 word! Mine is:  hyperbole 

                      

On a scale from 1-10, I am curious about learning new words and using them. Circle one. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 



2 Column Notes 
2) How do I use 2 column notes? Just like notecards.  Fold over to test yourself. 
 

Here are some fun words you should know. 

 
 

Word Meaning 

rue Regert; regret     “I rue the day I met you!” 

contrived Fake; phoney; forced; artificial, feigned, pretend 

superfluous  Extra; more than necessary; icing on the cake;  

hyperbole Embellishment; lie; exaggeration 

adroit  

zealous Enthusiastic, religious, over-excited 

etymologist  

mnemonic  

perseverate  

 

autobiography  

fertile  

cower  

abduct  

 

impale  

 

xenophobia   

 

copasetic   



 
 

        Name: ________KEY_______________ 
 

Josh’s SSAT HACKS 
 

There are 2 types of Stress: 
1) Bad Stress 
2) Good Stress or “Eustress”  

creates motivation, preparation, working toward long term goals. 

 
“NO REGERTS” (Comes from a Milky Way Commercial and the 

tatoo artists misspells “No Regrets”) 

 
 

 

RIP the test! 
 
Why?  
 
Because if you work hard you can bury the test and  
not have to take it multiple times. 
 
R =   READ 
I =    INTERACT (with the test) 
P =  P.O.E. (PROCESS OF ELIMINATION) 



Vocabulary 
 

1) Why should I study Vocabulary? 
● Because knowing stuff is fun! 
● It will help you _be more articulate and interesting _____________________ 
● It will earn you better ___Grades_____________ 
● It will earn you better _____Scores___________ 

 

   
What should you I do, when I find a word that I don’t know? 
 
Circle it! Adroit Fertile Cower Abduct Impale 
 
Now you try it! 
As we read, circle words that you don’t know.  Later, find out what they mean.  Or don’t.  Just realizing 
what you know and what you don’t know it crucial in life and on this test.  Be honest with yourself and 
with regard to vocab because it impacts which strategies you should use.  Your curiosity should drive 
your learning. 
 

“I like words. I like fat buttery words, such as ooze, turpitude, glutinous, toady. I like solemn, angular, 

creaky words, such as straitlaced, cantankerous, pecunious, valedictory. I like spurious, black-is-white 

words, such as mortician, liquidate, tonsorial, demi-monde. I like suave "V" words, such as Svengali, 

svelte, bravura, verve. I like crunchy, brittle, crackly words, such as splinter, grapple, jostle, crusty. I like 

sniggly, chuckling words, such as cowlick, gurgle, bubble and burp.” 

 

What is your favorite word? ____________________________ My wife’s is:

perseverate 

It’s a $10,000 word! Mine is:  hyperbole 

                      

On a scale from 1-10, I am curious about learning new words and using them. Circle one. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 



2 Column Notes 
 

Some fun words you should know. 

 
2) How do I use 2 column notes? Just like notecards.  Fold over to test yourself. 
 

Word Meaning 

rue Regert; regret     “I rue the day I met you!” 

contrived Fake; phoney; forced; artificial, feigned, pretend 

superfluous  Extra; more than necessary; icing on the cake;  

hyperbole Embellishment; lie; exaggeration 

adroit Skilled, athletic, able, capable, coordintated 

zealous Enthusiastic, religious, over-excited 

etymologist A person who studies WORDS 

mnemonic Related to memory 

perseverate To be stuck on something 

 

autobiography Writing about someone’s own life 

fertile Can easily grow, having many children 

cower Be afraid, back down, become small 

abduct kidnap , taking of a person 

 

impale Stab through the body 

 

Add words here as 

needed 

 

 

 

Copasetic “Every ‘ting cool mon” 


